The specific volume of poly (chlorotrifiuoroethylene) has been measured from -40 0 to + 260 0 C. Both q uenched and well-crystallized. ~pecimens prepared by reproducible procedures were studied. Well-defined glass tranSitIOns were found close to 52 0 C in both specimens. Hence t he glass temperature of t his polymer is essentially independent of t h e ~egree of ?rystallinit:y. The. quasi~eq~ilibrium melting point of the particular type of crystalIzed speCimen used III the l~lVestlgatlOn was 216 0 C. The equilibrium melting temperature IS undoubtedly somewhat higher, and probably lies between 220 0 and 225 0 C.
Introduction
Poly (chloro trifluoroe thylene) is a com para ti vely high-melting and semicry talline polymer whose degree of crystallinity is strongly dependent on thermal history, samples rapidly quenched from the melt to room temperature being considerably less crystalline than those cooled slowly from the melt. Knowledge of th e degree of crystallinity of this material is of interest in the analysis of its physical properties because th ese frequently depend on the extent of crystallization. For example, the mechanical [1] 1 and dielectric [2] properties of highly crystallized and strongly quenched specimens are decidedly different. One of the principal objectives of the present r esearch was to determine the degree of crystallinity of bo th strongly quenched and highly crystallized pecimens prepared by procedures that could easily be reproduced in any laboratory. A refined method of analysis based on specific-volumetemperature measurements is used to obtain the degree of crystallinity of the samples. Information obtained from this study h as been used in the analysis of dielectric [2] and rate-of-crystallization [3] data on specimens of poly (chlorotrifluoroethylene) from the same ource as that employed in th e present research.
Previous estimates of the degree of crystallinity of poly (chlorotrifluoroeth ylene) as a function of temperature for both quenched and slow-cooled I FIgures In brackets lndicate the literature references at the end oftbis paper. samples have been obtained by Hoffman [4] , using specific-heat data, and by Matsuo [5, 6] , using an infrared method . Also , Price [7] has determined the degree of crystallinity of a crystallized specimen of this polymer as a function temperature, using a simple bu t approximate method based on specificvolume-tempera tUI'e measurements.
Although the results of the various investigator mentioned above are in fair agreement, there are good reasons for redetermining th e degree of crystallinity of this polymer by the proposed method. First, the particular crystallization and quenching procedures used in the aforementioned investigations might well have led to sample varia,tions that would account for at least part of the difference in the results, and it would undoubtedly be better to compare the results of various methods by using specimens prepared in a more definite and reproducible manner. Also, it is clear that it woulfl be advantageous to deal with a more highly crystalline specimen than was formerly used in order to determine the properties of the completely crystalline material more precisely. Further, the proposed method of determining the degree of crystallinity is capable of yielding more accurate results than tho se obtained by previous methods based on specific-volume measurements because certain appro:>..'imations inherent in these methods are removed. Another point is that most of the determinations of the degree of crystallinity mentioned above were made without knowledge of th e glass-transition temperature of this polymer. The situation concerning the glass transitioll in this polymer has been recently clarified by Mandelkern, Martin, and Quinn [8] , who conclusively demonstrated the existence of such an effect about 20° C above room temperature. Lack of knowledge of th e general whereabouts of the glass tr ansition will lead to a rather large uncertainty in a determination of the degree of crystallinity based on spec ific-volume m easurements [7] . Finally, it was considered to b e of interest to determine whether or not specific-volume measurem ents at room temperature could be used to measure t he degree of crystallinity of this material for th e reason that such a meLhod would b e both simple and of general utility. It was found that t his type of determination could be successfully catTied out.
As implied above, it is necessary to know the glasstransition temperature, T g , for a polymer in order to determine th e degree of crystallinity by a method based on specific volume measurements. In th e course of this investigation Tg was measured by a method based on a comparison of th e specific-volume-temperature curves for highly crystallized and stro ngly quench ed specimens. The quasi-equilibrium melting temperature of th e crystallized sample was also me asured and compared with values obtained in oLher investigations. Entirely ap art from th e degree of crystallinity, oth er information concerning poly (chloro trifluoroethylene ) is obtained from the measurements. A direct experimen tal study of most of the pure supercooled liquid range is prevented by the rapid onset of crystallization as th e material is cooled from th e melt ; furthermore , samples of ordinary thickness cannot be quenched rapidly enough to obtain th e pure crystal-free glass. The purely crystalline state is also no t obtained in isolated form owing at least partly to the extraordinary slowness of the crystallization process wh en th e degree of crystallinity becomes fairly high . Howevrr, by a study of the present t.ype on t wo samples of widely differing degrees of crystallinity, it, is possible to obtain quantitative information concerning the sp ecific volumes and volume-temp erature derivatives of the pure supercooled liquid, glassy, and crystallines states. A fairly precise estimate of th e decrr ase of fractio nal free volume in the pure glassy state as tlle temperature is lowered is obtained.
Experimental Procedure

.1. Materials
The poly(chloro trifluoroethylene) used in this investigation was K el-F grade 300 polymer, which was kindly supplied in sheet form by H. S. Kaufman of t h e Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. TllO sh eets were approximately 1.5 to 3.0mm thiclc The number average molecular weight of the polymer wa stated to be approximately 415 ,000.
. Preparation of Crystalline Samples
A simple crystallization procedure of reasonably hort duration that yields reproducible results is to first melt out all th e crys tals by h eating to 250° C, and th en to bring the specimen successively to temperatures of 200° and 190° 0 for 1 day each , and finally to 180° C for 3 days. The material is then allowed to cool to room temperature over a period of a few hours. The long residence time at high temperatures permits the slow second stage [3] of the crystallization to proceed to an appreciable degree. The samples were crystallized in an atmosphere of nitrogen. Polymer crystallized by this technique is referred to in the text as "5-day" material. Specimens crystallized in this particular manner have a cloudy-white appearance. 2 The specific volume is 0.4620 cm 3 g-1 at 25 c C . Samples from differen t batches of polymer crystallized by using the 5-day procedure rarely exhibited specific volumes that deviated more than 0.0003 cm 3 g.-1 from thi s value at 25° c.
~
A strictly iso thermal run of even several weeks duration at eith er 180°, 190°, or 200° 0 is less effective in producing highly crystalline material th an the above-mentioned procedure lasting 5 days, which involves three different temperatures.
Preparation of Quenched Samples
Quench ed samples were prepared by heating portions of sh eet polymer 1.5 mm thick, which were clamped between I-mm gold-plated copper disks , to 250° 0, and then dropping the entire assembly into icc water. It was found th at the specific volume of such specimens was 0.4727 cm 3 g-1 at 25° C, the variation between samples generally being less than 0.0004 cm 3 g-l • 11andelkern and co-workers found a value of 0.4739 cm 3 g-1 at 25° C for a 3-mm sh eet of polymer quench ed by an efficien t procedure 18). 3 The specific volume of the 3-mm sh eet as supplied, which was simply removed from th e ho t mold and quenched in air, was generally only about 0.0005 to .0010 cm 3 g-1 lower th an th at produced by quenching in ice water. Quenched samples are optically clear.
Specific-Volume Measurements
The specific volume of the polymer was measured at various temperatures between -40° and + 260° 0, using a buoyancy m ethod similar in many respects to that employed by Price [1] . Each polymer specimen used weighed approximately 5 g in air. The samples were suspended from a O.I-mm diameter Chromel A wire and weighed in Dow Corning silicone oil con tained in a long h eavy-walled aluminum cup, which was placed in a vertical position in a I ,OOO-mi D ewar flask. Weighings were made with a magnetically damped analytical balance. It was found that the specimens could be weighed in the immersion liquid to ± 0.5 mg (this includes the effect of temperat ure variations). For runs made above room temperature, grade D C 710 oil was used. The oil was heated by insulated electrical resistance wire wound around the aluminum cylinder. A t hermo-couple attach ed to the aluminum cup \\'as used as the sensing element for Lhe d-c amplifier, that conLrolled the bath temperatUl'e. The temperature of th e sample was determined by usin g a thermocouple placed within 3 mm of the ample; this thel'-mocouple was check ed againsL an N BS-calibrated platinum resistance Lh ermometer. It lVas estimated that the mean temperature of Lhe samples was known to at leas t 0.2° C. This figUl'e includes the effect of temperature variaLions due Lo flucLuaLions in the controller , and t hermal gradienLs in th e bath (sec below ). Runs belolv room tempera Lure were made by surrounding th e 1,OOO-ml D ewar fiask wi th a dry ice-acetone mixture co n tained in a larger D ewar flask. The less "iscous grade D C 200 silicone oil was generally used for the 101V-temperature tudies.
The buoyan c~T of Lh e silicone oil was calibrated at all temperaturcs employed in eaeh 1'lm by weighing a 5.7038-g piece of Lransparent and bubblc-frce fused siliea in Lhe oil. Th e densiLy of Lh e fuscd silica, as obtained b~T wcjghin g iL in 'distilled watcr, was found to b e 2.204 g cm-a , which is in good agrcemen t with the best values of 2.202 to 2.204 g cm- 3 given by Sosman [9] . This precaution was taken Lo show that the matcrial wa rused silica, and not crys talline quartz, and also served as a co nvenient calibration. The specific volume of th c samples in cm 3 g-1 wa s cn,lculated with th e formula
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wh ere lIVs1o? is Lbe mass of the fu ed i1i ca in lhe' indicated m-edium (air 01' oil bath), l1's the mass of the polymer sam.p"l e in th e indicalcd m edium, and P S 102 the densiLy of the Jused silica. The quanlitics W . (bath) and lFs,O., (bath), refer to Lhe mass fl S measured in th e bath "at lh e tcmperature of meas n'cment. rrh e coefficient of expan sion data of Soudcr a nd Hidnert [10] show that the density of fused ilica remains within about 4 parts in ]0,000 of its room-temperature value over th e temp era tnl'e range of in ter est h ere. Ther efor e, the value P S I0 2 (ail') = 2.204 g cm-3 was used at all temperaturcs. The results for the sp ecific volume of the polymcr were occasionally ch eck:ed b etween 3° a nd 95° C by weighing th e samples in distilled water. All of the solid specimens wcre anncal ed for a shor t time at a temperature oJ 70° to 90° C prior Lo making a series of m easurem ents in order to relieve any strains in them.
Attention was given to a numb cr of pos ible sources of error. The sili con e oil bath was examined for th e presence of thermal gradients of sufficient magnitude to affect the results. By mapping the oil bath with a thermocouple, it was demonstrated that these were always negligibly small (less than ± 0.2° C) in the vicinity of Lhe sample. It was determined by weighing a thin m etal trip suspcnded vertir.ally in t h e bath , and then crimping the strip and mpeating the operation, that conveetion culTents, if prcse nt, did not affect the mcasurcm ents by alterin g lhe buo.\'ancy. Special aticllt ioll wus d so givL' n to the probl cm of orptioH of sili cone oil into th e sampl es. At tempel'atu res belo\ 200° C, lli t' up tn k o of silicone oil (as In.casured by weigllin g lli c 5-g samples in all') wa alwa "s Jess llntll 0.2 mg eve n after prololl ged immersion. This is obviously insufficient to cause appreciable crroL'. Furth crmorc, it was Jound th at by makin g me<tsuremcnts as SOO Il as possible after Lompenl.tul'e equilibrium was fully attai. ned (7 Lo ] 0 mill ), it was feasible to measure th e specific volume in th e liquid s taLe up Lo 260° C without undue sorption of t he oil ill the polymer.
(Th e polymer is still viseous enough evc n at llii temperature Lo r emain Oll th e suspcJlsioll wire for th c r equired timE..) After a number of runs the liquid polymer te nded lo inbibe abouL 10 mg of silieone oil, but even in such cases, rcsulLs illdistingui.sh able from those oll p ecimen s fr ee of silicoll o were obtaiJ)cd if Lhe original wei gh t of lllC polymer prior to any sorpti on was u cd in tll e calculalions. lL is safe to conclude th a t th e r esults arc frec of errors (lue to orp ti Oll of ilicolle oil. Two olh cr eHeds lh a t wftrl'anled eonsiil.crali oll wcre lh e small downward thrust (about ] mg) on tb e sus pensioll wire due to slll·faee tension at Lb e sili co lle-o il-ail' intel'facc, aJ)d the btloYiLl1 t drect of tli c oil OIL th at pa,l't or llJC wire in lh e bnth . lL was round that lhese Lwo effects ('ompcllsn,ted one anothcr over a wide l'a ngc or tempcrature if aI 2.5-cDl. lengLli of Lh e Clll'omel 3uspeusion wire was allo,,"('(l Lo rcmain in tli e oil. '.I'hc .l'csulls oblailled b.v tls ill g Lhi pl'ocedul'c closely clicckcd lliose obtaincd by usill g LIJC u ua l hu t more cumbersome methods. Care was Lakcn Lo reJllOVC allY small deposit of sili co ne oil tlla t mi g bt fOl'1n on th e su s pension wire.
[fina 1Iy, no crre('(s atlri bu table lo degrada, l ion were fOUIICt U ndcl' th c co ndi tions clc's('l'ibed, i. e. , prolon ge d cry lalliza lion ill nitl'ogcn followed by measul'cment in sili co ll e oil , lhe samplcs ]l('Y ('t' cxhibited a. n~" significan t loss of wei gh t OJ' di sc'olora,tion on h eating, no bubbles wt-I'O cve r obse rv ed to fOJ'm ill Lbem, and samples repcaLcclly h ca ted lo hi gh temper atur es always gave subsLantiall y lh e sam e r estllts as fresh ma tcrial.
The reproducibility of specific-v oluJ1l e men,S1lJ't--menls on any parti cular sample met) lIl'ccl ill silicon e oil in th e range of 0° to 120 0 C wa,s ± O.OOO I cm 3 g-1 • Th e r eproducibility was som ewhat poorer at th e cxtremes of the temperature range cove rcd, bu L 11 eyC1' exceeded ± 0.0004 cm 3 g-1 , excep t p e l'h ap in th e range between 190 0 and 2] 6° C, where J'apid melting took place. A comparison of th e r esul ls Jor tb e same sample measured in disLilled wator , and then in silicone oil at th e same tcmperaLHre, u sually showed agreement Lo within 0.0003 cm 3 g-1 . It i estimaLed .from th e la,tter figure, by takin g the clensity oJ distilled waLeI' as th e appropriate rcJerellce slandard, that th e specific volume values quoted for the polymer ar e accurate to at least] par t in 1,000 .
Results
The spccific-volume values obtained for the quenched and crystallized samples are plotted in fig Ul'e 1 as a function of temperatm e. The symbol V", is used to denote the specific volume of the 5-day crystallized sample, and V q is used to denote the corresponding quantity for the quenched sample_ A number of the single points shown in figUTe 1 actually represent duplicate determinations that could not be plotted distinctly owing to the scale used in the diagram. Values of V x and V q corresponding to the best line drawn through the data when plotted on a large scale are given in table 1 in boldfaced type (the numbers in ordinary type are derived quantities). This operation was carried out with special care in the range -40 0 to + 115° C for both specimens, because it is in this region that volume-temperatUTe derivatives must be known with good precision. In this temperatUTe interval, the standard deviation of the experimental points from the best line was 0.0001 cm 3 g- 1 • The 5-day sample is sufficiently stable to permit highly reproducible specific-volume-temperature data to b e obtained. It was found that the V x value at a given temperature anywhere in the range -40° to + 205 0 C did not change in a period of 30 days ; the specific-volume CUTve is essentially completely reversible if measured within this time interval. It will be shown subsequently that this specimen is about 82 percent crystalline. It is probable that it is in a quasi-equilibrium state with respect to the degree of crystallinity, though it may not be too far r emoved from the true equilibrium state. Thus, the apparent cessation of the crystallization process leading to the stability of the 5-day specimen may well be largely a result of the extreme slowness of the crystallization process characteristic of the highly crystalline material [3] .
The melting point of the 5-day cl'ystallized material is referred to as the Quasi -eQuilibrium melting point, T:". This is defined experimentally as the temperature where the V x and Vl curves intersect ( fig. 1 ). For specimens crystallized in the manner described, T:"= 216°C . The eQuilibrium melting temperature, T m, which is the one of thermodynamic significance [11] , is certainly somewhat higher. Samples in which unstrained crystals melt at 218.0° C have already been prepared, and other lines of evidence [3, 12] suggest that T m lies in the range 220° to 225° C.
For the time being, we have indicated the nominal value Tm~220° C in table 1. 
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• Boldfaced numbers represen t smoo t hed values of specific volume obtain ed from actu al experimental data. Numbers in ordinary ty pe are d erived quant ities. All sp ecmc volumes are in cm 3g-1• ' The symbol V, is u sed to denote t he specific volume of both th e liqu id and supercooled liquid; V, represen ts t he specific volume of th e glassy state.
' Approximate value.
The quenched sample is in a metastable state below about 115° C. Above this temperature, crystallization begins to take place at a perceptible rate, and the specific volume tends toward that found for the crystallized specimen. So long as the residence time in th~ temperature range 110° to 120° C is kept short, the V q curve shown in figure 1 is reversible (cJ [8] ). It will be shown that the quenched specimen is about 39 percent crystalline.
Specific-volume data for the liquid and supercooled liquid_polymer are also plotted in figure 1 , the symbol VI being used to denote both of these phases. Values were obtained in the supercooled region by cooling the samples from the melt to the indicated temperature, and making the meaSUTements prior to the onset of any appreciable amount of crystalliza tion It was found that the crystallization became too rapid to permit reliable data to be obtained when the temperature fell below 190° C.4 Th e specifi c-volume daLa for LIte liquid and sup ercooled region from 260° to 190 0 C, 20 experimental points in all, were fitted by using least-squares to an equation of the form V,=a+,BT+ I'T2, using an electronic computer. 5 Values of the specific voulme obtained from t his analysis are given at selected temperatures in table 1 in boldfaced type. The standard deviation in th is r egion proved to be 0.00037 cm 3 g- 1 . The m ethod that will be used to calculate the degree of crystalliniLy make use of the volumetemperature derivaLives of the quenched and crystalline samples as t hey would exist at or n ear Tg. The volume-temperature derivatives,6 dVjdT, of the crystalline, quenched, liquid, and sup ercooled liquid polymer are plotted as a function of temperature in figure 2 . Th ese data wer e obtained by using the information listed in table 1. In the region -40 0 to ) SUPERCOOLED LIQUID -r-L10UID - , Oonslderable care must be exercised to prevent crystallization from a !Tecting the preciSion of the data in the supercoolcd region. Brief heat treatm cnt at ca. 300° C renders almost all of the hetero geneous nuclei in tbe polymer inactive, a nd thus lowers the rate of crystalllzation in the supercooled region. Tbis permitted precise data to be obtained down to 190· 0 in tbe present case. It was found that accurate results could not be obtained at lower temperatures by extra polating back to zcro time.
, T he a uthors tbank J. M. Cameron of tbe statistical engineering laboratory of BS for carrying ou t this analysis. 'Strictly speaking, dilidT is the specific-volume-temperatu re d erivative, b ut this cumbersome term is not used in the text. + 115° C, an analy i of Lhe volumc-temperaLu re derivative , as calculated from the ori,qinaL experimental points, shows that the tandard deviation i a lit tle less than 3 percen t in Lbi interval. The smooth ed data in Lable 1 lead to dVjd 'l' vel' u T cmves that are for all practical purpo e identical to those obtained from th e original exper imental points.
It is seen in figure 2 that there i no up wing in the volume-temperature derivative of t he crystallized sample indicative of m elting out of mall crystallites until a t emperature of about 120 0 C is reached. This, together with the fact that the specific volume of both the quenched and crystallized specimens are invariant with time below ", 11 5 0 C, justifies the assumption to be used later that the degree of crystallinity of the specimens does not change appreciably below 115 0 C.
A glass transition is clearly apparent in the d V lelT data for the quen ch ed sample between 40° and 60 0 C ( fig. 2) . A similar but less obvious transition also appears in the crys tallized specimen, a fact which conclusively shows that it is not completely crystallized. The glass transition takes place only in the amorphous compon ent of the polym er . H ence the semicrystalline samples consist of glass plus crystal below Tg , and supercooled liquid plus crystal from Tg up to T;" .
T he glass-transition temperature ha been determined by plotting the difference between the specific volume of the crys talline and qucnched ample as a function of temperature by using the smoothed data in tract out the greater part of the curvature inherent in the volume-temperature curves, and therofore yields a plot through which two intersecting straight lines may be drawn with some confidence. The glass-transition temperature determined in this way is 52° O. This is in fail' agreement with the value of 45° 0 determined by lvIandelkern and co-workers [8] , and a value attributed to R eding [13] , and is in good agreement with the value of 50° 0 mentioned by Boyer [14] . A further discussion of the glass transition is given in section 6.5.
. Theory
. Preliminary Considerations
The basic assumption is made that the volumes of the crystalline and amorphous material in a semicrystalline polymer are additive. In the units used here, namely, specific volume, this leads to the relation (1) where Vz. g is the specific volume of the purely amorphous (supercooled liquid or glassy) regions, V 8 is the specific volume of the semicrystalline sample, and F e the specific volume of the entirely crystalline material. X8 is the mass fraction of the sample, that is crystalline, and willi henceforth be called the degree of aystallinity. 7 It is seen from eq (1) that
This formula is valid at all temperatures. By taking the derivative of eq (1) with respect to temperature, we obtain the equations (3) and Xs(dV.fdT) + (I -X8) (dVgfdT) = (dV; felT), (4) each of which holds only for any given temperature where dX8fdT= 0. In the above equations, dV.+felT refers to the volume-temperature derivative of the sample as calculated from data above T g , where the amorphous part of the semicrystalline polymer has the volume-temperature derivative of a supercooled liquid. The symbol dV8-fdT refers to the volumetemperature derivative of the sample as calculated from data below T g , where the amorphous part of the polymer has the volume-temperature derivative characteristic of the glassy state. It is understood that all the volume-temperature derivatives in eq (3) are to be obtained at the same temperatUl'e, and a similar statement applies to eq (4 ). The condition elxsldT= O certainly holds at and below T g, and can generally be shown to apply at temperatures sufficiently far above T g to permit the estimation of elFt f elT. From eq (3 ) and (4) we obtain the relations
Xs and (6) For any temperatures where elxsfelT= O, eq (2 ), (5), and (6 ) must lead to identical values of Xs for a given sample.
It is instructive at this point to indicate the nature of the difficulties that are encountered in estimating the degree of crystallinity from specificvolume meaSUl'ements alone if data on only a single specimen are used. It is assumed in the following discussion that specific-volume data exist for the semierystalline Tange from well below Tg up to T:n, and for the liquid range neal' and well above T,~. These circumstances correspond to the experimental situation that prevails for poly(chlorotl'ifluoroethylene) and certain other polymers that tend to transform rapidly to a semicrystalline state below T~.
Equation (2) cannot be used to calculate X8 directl)-because lIe is not lmown, and we therefore turn to a consideration of eq (5) . Here the quantity elFt felT may be regarded as experimentally known in the region near Tg. In order to compute the degree of crystallinity, it is thus necessary to estimate elFddT and dVefdT. The assumption is commonly made that the volume-te:mperature dm'ivative of the semierystalline sample belo\\" T g , where the polrmer con sists of glass plus crystal, may be taken as being representative of t he pure crystal. This gives the approximation elf: -felT~elT~fdT.
However, there is no fundamental reason for supposing that eq (7) is really exact (it will emerge later that it is in error by about 10 percent even for the crystallized sample of poly(chlorotrifimoroethylene». Fmther, the data in the liquid region can be analyzed by using a least-squares fit to an equation of the form 17z= a+ J3T+ 'YT2, and a value of dVddT obtained by a long downward extrapolation to the range where iVefdT and dVt fdT have been evaluated. Unfortunately, this procedure will generally lead to a rather uncertain elVddT value unless the specific-volume data for the liquid are extraordinarily precise. In the case of poly (chlorotrifluoroethylene), wher e the standard deyiation of the VI equation in the liquid range is only 0.00037cm 3 g- 1 , the iVddT valu e at T g as obtained by the extrapolation procedure is 2.27 X 10-4 cm 3 g-1 deg-1 , with a standard deviation of O.SO X 10-4 • Thi corresponds to a coefficient of variation of 35 percent. It is clear from the foregoing that the use of approximation (7 ), together with the long extrapolation necessary to estimate dFdelT at or near T g, will
Th e approximate nature of the procedmes r equired to analyze data on a single specimen also have an adverse effect on the accuracy of V I and V e at Tg. By using a lon g dowmvard extrapolation of the liquid data, a rough valu e of V I can be obtained at Tg. It is seen that th e major difficulLy with the singlesp ecimen m ethod is th e inacc uracy of Lhe values of V I and dVddT at Tg obtained by the long " un guided" ex trapolatio ll of th e liquid daLa from high temperatures. In order to obtain satisfactory resulLs it would b e n ecessary to know V I at Tg to within about 0.0015 cm 3 g-1 , and elVddT at Lhe same temperature to wit hin a bou t 5 p ercent . In the present case, this ' would requir e data in the exper imentally accessible liquid range (190° to 260 0 C ), which had a standard deviation of about 0.00007 cm 3 g-1 • Data of such hi&h precision would not b e easily obtained for any pOlymer in the liquid state, especially at high temp eratures.
In this t yp e of situation, it is considerably more sa tisfactory to employ tbe m ethod to be described in section 4.2, which deal s with two samples, one highly crystalline and the other as amorphous as is practical. This melhod completely avoids the usc of approximation (7), and docs not require ex trapola.tion over long temp erat ure ranges. The principal input daLa are obtained where th e m easurements are most precise, and tbe volume-tempera Lure d erivalives are obtained at a common temperature. Both VI and Ve can be obtained to within about 0.0015 cm 3 g-1, and the degree of crystallinity to a standard deviation of about 0.05.
C alculation of the Degree of Crysta llinity Near
Tg Using Two specimens Consider now the case of two samples, one highly crystalline and the other strongly quenched. The degree of crystallini ty of Lhese samples is denoted Xx and xq, respectively. Thus we may wTite a nd Since ~I is known experimentally at Tl and '1'2, the three sImultaneous equations (12 to 14) may now b e solved for A, B, and C. This yields an equa tion for the liquidus down to Tg , which not only fi ts the ~served..!.iquid data extremely well, bu t also gives V I and dVdelT values near Tg, which , because of the conditions imposed byeq (8) and (9 ) , are certain to yield the same degree of crystallinity for a given
largely by the experimental volume-temperature derivative data on the semicrystalline samples in the general vicinity of Tg , and not by a long extrapolation of the observed liquid data down to Tg• The fundamental nature of the method is most easily perceived by noting that eq (12) is altogether equivalent to having another equation of the form of (13 ) and (14) where V i is known at Tg• The next step involves the calculation of the volume-temperature derivative of the pure crystal.
By eliminating the ratio (dVddT-dVe/dT) /(dVg/ . dT-dVe/dT) from the equations (16) which are based on eq (5) and (6), and then eliminating dVg/dT, it is found that
dVe/elT= (dVt/elT) (elVa /dT) -(elV; /dT) (elV t/dT) . (17)
(dV t/dT) + (elV q/clT) -(elV ; /dT) -(dV t/clT
The term on the right-hand side of the expression involves only experimentally known quantities. The degree of crystallinity of each sample is then computed by inserting the known values of dVe/dT, dVddT, dVt dT, and clVt /dT into eq (8) and (9) . As a final step, V e may be calculated from both eq (8) and (9) because V I, 'Vx, Vq, and Xx and Xq , are now lmown. Agreement between the two F e values provides a convenient check of the calculations.
3 . Calculation of the Degree of Crystallinity as a Fun ction of Tempe rature
In order to determine the degree of crystallinity as a function of temperature, an equation of the form of (2) will be used. The specific volume of the sample, TI~, is experimentally lmown at all temperatures of interest, and TI l is also determined as a function of temperature by the procedure outlined in the previous section. Hence, if the temperature dependence of V e is known, Xs can then be computed as a function of temperature. 
Vg-Vx Xx = =---='
Vg-Ve (20) and _ Vg-Vq.
XQ -_ _
Vg -Ve (21) It should be noted that -Ve is actually determined from the data only from the lowest temperature of measurement up to the highest temperature where one is still certain that the degree of crystallinity is not changing with temperature. Thus, to obtain the degree of crystallinity as a function of temperature up to the melting point, an extrapolation of V e is required. Fortunately, this extrapolation will not ordinarily lead to serious enol'S, since the constants B' and 0' are quite small for a crystal, and can be based on data obtained for a temperature range that is longer than the implied extrapolation. This extrapolation will generally be a much less serious matter than the long "unguided" extrapolation of the liquidus down to Tg discussed in section 4.1; for liquids, the temperature range where data can be obtained will for various reasons generally be considerably shorter than the implied extrapolation, and f3 and 'Y will be large owing to the strong dependence of the volume on temperature characteristic of liquids.
The method described to obtain V e as a function of temperature applies only if there is no solid-state phase transitition in the crystalline material between Tg and Tm.
5 . Application to Poly (chlorotrifluoroethylen e}
Degree of Crystallinity Near Tg
The general procedure described in section 4.2 is used here.
The method of deriving the volume-temperature derivatives at Tg is illustrated in figure 4 . The volume-temperature derivatives were first calculated at a number of temperatures by using the smoothed ""'--~;'I 00 16 4 
I d T · '
T,' 52· . Volume-temperature derivative of quenched 1.26X I0-4 cm' g-Ideg-I.
sample from data below T " dl/ a IdT .
Volume-temperature derivative of crystal-1.18X IO-' cm3g-ldcg-l.
lized sample from data above T" dvi ldT.
Volume·temperature derivative of crystal-1.00 X 10-' cm3g-ldeg-l.
lized sample from data belo w T" iv; Id T.
The volume-temperature derivative obtained from eq (25) (23 ) and (24) . Values of VI computed by using eq (26) are given in table 1 for temperatures between 520 and 180 0 C. The next step is to calculate the volume-temperature derivative of tbe pure crystal at T g , using eq (17) . Inserting the appropriate data from table 2 into this formula, it is found that iVc/dT= 0.894 X I0-4 cm 3 g-1 deg-1 at this temperature. Now that iVc/dT and dVddT are determined, th e degree of crysta.llinity of each specimen can be calculated by using eq (8) and (9) To in each case. A value for dVo/dT, th e volumetemperature derivative of the pure glass, can be obtained at T g by the use of eq (15) and (16) , together with the results already obtained. A summary of the results of the calculations at T g is given in table 3. (20) and (21) Values of the degree of crystallinity calculated for th e 5-day crystallized sample from 52° to 216° Care given in table 4 and plotted in figure 5 .
The degree of crystallinity of the quenched specim ent has been calculated from 52° to 115° C in an analogous way, and the r esults are indicated m table 4 and figure 5. .000
T ABLE 4. D egree of crystallinity of poly-(chlorotrijl1wro-ethylene) as a function of temperature
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= [(dYzldT) -(dY.+I dT)] /[(dV dd T )-(dVcldT)]
, wher e th e term in dVcldT is determined b y using eq (17 ) , and assuming that th e standard d eviation of dVddT is also 3 per cen t, it is found that th e standard deviation is 0.05 for b oth Xz and X q. This estimate is provisional on account of th e fact that the err or assumed for d'V ddT a t T o is somewhat arbitrary, bu t it is b elieved that t h e stand ard deviations quoted for Xz and Xq ar e fairly close to correct. The view t hat th e standard deviation in X is small is consider ably strength en ed b y the fact that a straightforward calculation based on second derivatives gives Xz and Xq values in close accord wi th those ob tained with the first derivative form (sec below). R aising t he assumed error in dV ddT Lo 6 p m'cen t, which is cer tainly an upp er limi t, in creases the stand ard devia tion of Xx and Xq to only 0.07.
Taking the error in Xz a nd Xq to be 0.05, it is found that th e standard d eviaLion in V I and V c at T v is about 0.00 15 cm As a consequ encc, Lhe standard deviation of th e degree of crystallinity, as calculated from eq (2), does no t exceed a value of approximatcly 0.05 at any tempera ture. The deviation in V I at T o is een to b e much less th a n th e value 0.0070 cm 3 g-l, which would h ave resulted had th e usual unguid ed extrapolation of th e liquidus from high temper atures been employ ed .
It migh t be though t tha t L h e presen t tr ea tm en t could b e materially improved by including terms of th e order of T3 and high er in eq (10) . There is no b asic obj ection t o th e use of such high er terms. Howev er , the present a nalysis, using three con stan ts for describing the specifi c volume of th e liquid and sup er cooled liquid s tates, is actually good enough to give roug'hly correc t results ev en with second d erivatives. B y t aking the second derivative of eq (3) with r espect to t emperat ure, we ob tain an equation for the d egr ee of crystallinity of th e form
Then, u sing the appropriate formulas in the text to obtain numerical values of d 2 V ddT2 and d 2 VcldT2, and taking the slopes of the volumetemperature co efficients above T o in figure 4 , it is found that th e above express ion gives xz= 0.82 and x q= 0.49 . This is a harsh tes t of the elata, and the good agreem ent of these v alu es with th e ones obtained by using the first derivatives lends credence t o th e accuracy of th e latter . This also shows tha t terms of T3 and higher order in the liquidus equation are not necessary to carry out th e analysis to an acceptable d egree of accuracy. Extrem ely precise data in th e true liquid range might warrant th e u e of a T 3 term in eq (10) . All that would be required to evalua te th e can tan t associated wi th thi s additional t erm would b e to include another equ ation of the type of (13) and (14) in th e analysis. 6 . Discu ssion 6.1. Degree of Crystallinity and Specific Volume:
Comparison With Earlier Results
The degree of crystallini ty calculated fo r L he quench ed sample, Xq= 0.3 9 ± 0.05, which holds for temper atures below 11 5° 0 , compares favorably with the value Xq= 0 .35 ob tained by th e specifieh eat method [4] . Owing to t he presen ce of cer tain approximaLions inher ent in t he m ethod of an alysis used in th e determination b ased O Ll specific h eaLs, and th e approxima te nature of th at da ta, i t is believed th at more relia nce m ay be put in th e present resul t . It is al so of interest to no le th at th e specific volume val ues obLaine d for th e quench ed specimen are in good agreemen t wiLh th ose publish ed by earlier investigators [8] , the difference ge ner ally bein g only abou t 0.0010 cm 3 g-l .
There is good reason for th e general agr eement found by variou s investi galors concernin g lhe specific volume and degr ee of crystallini Ly of que nched samples '" 1.5 to 3.0 mm thick , L h e explanation being fo u nd in Lhe details of th e kill eLics of cristalliz ation [3] . .As no ted in secLion 2.3 , even 3-mm-thick sample r emoved from a ho t mold and "q uenched" in ail' have a specific volume, and h ence a degree of crys LalliniLy, n ot L oo far removed from th a t ch ar acteristic of an eifLeiently quench ed pecimen of similar dimensions.
B ased on L he res ults m en Lioned above, iL would appear th at Lh e degree of crystalliniLy of quench ed samples 1. 5 mm thick prepar ed el ewh er e, using Lh e technique menLioned in section 2.3, should be close to the same as was found in Lh e presen t inves Ligation. However, samples differing signifiea n tly in molecular weigh t, or con laining a grea tly different number of h eterogen eou nuclei, ma~T lead to eliA'er en t r esul ts . AgreemenL with Lh e prese nt work should only be expec ted in the cases wh er e th e method employed to measure the degree of crys tallinity is capable of sensing the presence of all the crystallin e r egions, large and small , and m easures th e mass fraction of the polymer that is crys talline. The degree of crys tallinity of a quench ed specimen will increase markedly if i t is h eated much above ] 15° C for any length of time, so that the degree of crys tallinity becomes a function of both time and temperature between ", 115° ancl216° C. It is th er efore r ecommended that comparisons b etween th e resul ts of v arious types of m easurement of th e degree of crystallinity not be made in this temperature interv al by using quenched samples.
The degree of crystallinity of th e 5-day specimen, xx= 0.82 ± 0.05 , cannot be compared directly with th e results of earlier work. This follow s from the fact that this sample was crystallized considerably longer, and is certainly more highly crys talline, than any used previously. Owing to the reproducibility and stability of the 5-day specimen, i t is recommended that this type of crystalline sample, rather than one crystallized at a specified cooling rate [4, 5] , be used in future investigations aimed at a comparison of methods.
A comparison of results that should b e free of errors due to sample variation may be made in the case of authors who have determined the degree of crystallinity of two specimens of known specific volume, and therefore are able to compute the specific volume of the pure amorphous and the pure crystallin e material. Using degree of crystallinity data on several specimens obtained by the infrared methcd , Matsuo [5] has calculated that the specific volume of purely crystalline poly (chlorotrifluoroethylene) at 25° ° would b e 0.4575 ± 0.00I5 cm 3 g-1 • This is in excellent agreement with the value Vc= 0.4577 ± 0.00I5 cm 3 g-1 obtained in the present study.s However , for the pure glassy state at the same temperature, we find V g = 0.4820 ± 0.00I5 cm 3 g-1 , whereas Matsuo gets the much higher value 0.4901 ± 0.0006 cm 3 g-1 for the pure "amorphous" component. The latter value cannot be r econciled with the present data.
Support for the validity of the suggested V g value may be found in Matsuo's specific-volume data on thin films when considered together with information concerning the kinetics of crystalliz ation. By subj ecting a film 0.03 mm thick to strong quenching, Matsuo [5] was able to produce polymer that had a sp ecific volume of 0.4820 cm 3 g-1 at 25° 0.
N ow this fi gure is just that predicted by the present treatmen t for the sp ecific volume of the pure glassy state at 25° 0 , whereas 11atsuo's infrared m easurem ents indicated that material of this type was about 25 p ercent crystalline. Therefore, evidence from another source which indicated that a film tr eated in this way is essentially noncrystalline, would support the present results. Assuming that such a thin film is quenched through the relatively small temperature interval where the crystallization is quite rapid in a time interval on the order of a ten th of a second or less it is clear from kine tic data [3] that the specific volume of the polym er would never be able to get appreciably b elow V I, i. e., it would suffer very little crystallization. Even if one supposed that th e degr ee of crystallinity scale as m easured from VI was in error by a factor of 2, th e degree of crystallinity of the 0.03-mm quenchedfilm studies by Matsuo could hardly exceed 5 percent, and it is probably considerably less. It is believed that the above argument indicates that the specificvolume value predi cted here for th e pure glassy state at 25° ° is more nearly correct than the higher figure given by Matsuo.
In the course of calculating th e degree of crystallinity of the quenched and crystallized samples, we have indicated passim the manner in which the sp ecific volume of the pu~'ely amorphous and puyely crystalline phases of thls polymer wer e obtall1ed at various temperatures. The res ults are summarized in table 1 (figures in ordinary type) and plotted as dashed lines in figure 1 .
The line describing th e specifi c volume of the liquid and sup ercooled liquid phases as a function of temperature has a definite positive curvature. This is suggested even by th e statistical analysis of the points actually observed for the liquid and sup ercooled r egion between 260 0 and 190 0 0, a stralgh t line of the form V, = a+fjT not fitting the data nearly as well as the curved line Y I=a+ fJT+'YT 2, and thereby being exclud ed as a proper fit. The more detailed analysis given in the paper, which essentially fixes VI at Tg , using volume.-temperature derivatives m easured near Tg , conclUSIvely demonstrates that fitting the liquid and supercooled liq~id data with a straight line would haye b een conSIderably in error.
The predicted specific volumes. of the pure gl~ssy state of this polymer are of ll1terest, espeClally when compared with those of the pure crystal. P erhaps the most notable point here is that th e fractional free volume in t h e glassy state d ecreases with lowering temperature . At Tg , the fraction of free volume in the glass, which is calculated as [Vg -Vc] /V g, is 0.053 . This quantity falls to 0.046 at -40 0 0 . There is little doubt concerning this r esult at least from a quali tative standpoint. The differ~nce between the specific volumes of the qu enched and crystallized samples bec.omes considerably less in the same temperature ll1terval to an extent that greatly exceeds the experimental error (note diminishing value of V q-Vx b elow Til in figure 3 ). This, taken toge ther with the fact that Xx and Xq, whatever their true values, must certainly be constant below Tg , then leads to the result that th e glass must shrink faster than the crystal.
The free volume of the glassy state at T g defin ed in the usual way as cPg= [Vg( T = Tg ) -Vg(T= OO K)] is found to be 0.023 cm 3 g-1 , using eq (3 5) . Actually, thi s value is a little too high owing to the fact that the volume-temperature derivative of the glass tends toward zero at OOK as depicted in figure 6 , and it is estimated that the true value of CPg is nearer 0.022 cm 3 g-1 • This compares favorably with the value 0.019 to 0.025 cm 3 g-1 found to be consistent with the viscosity data for many linear polymers.
The relatively large additional rise of specific volume in the pure amorphous phase, which begins near T o (compare Viand 17g curves in figure 1 ), marks the inception of the supercooled liquid state. Thus, the fractional free volume of the glassy state increases slowly and monotonically up to T g , where a large excess fra ctional free volume begins to make its appearance . F actors involved in the relatively small but nevertheless r eal change of fractional free volume with temperature in the glassy s LaLe will be mentioned sub equently.
The relationship between the volume-temperature derivatives of the pure liquid, supercooled liquid , glassy, and crystalline phases over a wide ra,nge of temperature is depicted in figure 6 , where the quantities mentioned are plotted on an absolute temperature scale.
The dashed line on the left-hand side of the lower curve in fi.gure 6 represen ts a pproxima tely the type of behavior one would expect at low temperatures for the volume-tempera ture derivative of the pure crystalline phase, dVcld T .. This line was sketched in using as a guide a common extension of Griineisen's theory relating specific heat and the volumetemperature derivative [15, 16, 17] , which stateE that Here C. is the specific heat at constant volume, E the energy of the intermolecular vibrations in the system, V the volume at 0° K , Qo a constant usually expressed in calories per mole, and K a constant that depends on the details of the intermolecular potential. 9 At low temperatures Qo is considerably in excess of KE, causing the temperature dependence of dVJdT to vary directly as C.. N ow according to the theories of Einstein [18] and D ebye [19] , the specific heat of a crystal is zero at 0° K , Tises at first in an increasingly steep manner, and then begins to level off at its " classical" value near a characteri tic temperature, O. Hence, from eq (3 7) we must expec t the volumetemperature derivative of the crystalline phase of the polymer to behave in a qualitatively similar way. It has been assumed in sketching in the dashed line in figure 6 that 0 is 200° K , a reasonable value for a molecular crystal. In contrast to the models with 3 degrees of freedom treated by Einstein and D ebye, it is likely in the present case that only the two • 'rhe constan t 00 is known to be related to the melting temperature [16] , and It Is tberefore presumably related to the lattice energy. 00 is gen erally of t he order of magnitude of 10' calories/mole for metals, and J( of tbe order two. degrees of freedom transverse to the long molecular axis are connected with the expansion of the polymer crystal, and that more than one 0 temperature is involved , but this do es not aILer the qualitative description given. The gradual increase of dVe/dT evident in the classical region may be partly due to a continued rise of C., but it seem likely that the diminishing value of the term (Qo-KE)2 arising from the in crease of E with temperature i a] 0 impOl·tant. To the extent that the latt er term is responsible for the moderate incr ea e of dVe/ciT in this r egion, the expansion of the polymer crystal is attributable to the tendency of thermal agitation (as measured by E) to overcome lattice forces (as represented in at least an approximate way by Qo) .10 The volume-temperature derivative, dVq/dT, of the pure glassy state in the r egion below 233° K has been sketched in figure 6 with essentially the ame concepts in mind. The value 0= 175° K was used. Thus the glassy state has been regarded as having an "average" intermolecular potential, so that it is theoretically permissible to assign (), Qo, and K values to it. The construction of the dashed line r epresenting d Vg/dT at low temperatures in figure 6 is in accord with the experimental observation [ ] that the length-temperature coeffi cient of quenched poly-(chlorotrifluoroethylene) shows a continuous rise at low temperatures, which t ends to level off at around 213° K. This sugges ts a 0 temperature of around 150° to 200° K.
Considering the points mentioned above con cerning the low-tempera ture behavior, togeth er with the results obtained in a straigh tforward way from the experimental data at higher temperatures (solid lines in figure 6 ), there is no doubt that starting at very low t emperatures, the volume-temperature del'iva-tives of the pure crystalline and pure glassy states divel'ge as the temperature increases . The divergence of the volume-temperature derivatives is, of course, related to the previously men tioned increase of fractional free volume in th e glassy state.
The question must now be r aised as to why dVq/dT exceeds dVcldT. Cer tainly a pm't of this effect must be due to differences in Qo and 11 0 for th e glassy and crystalline states. 'i/o is certain to be larger for th e glassy state th an th e crystalline one owing to the less dense nature of the former ; the polymer molecules are disordered in the glassystateancl therefore occupy more space than they do in th e crystal. This factor alone \Yill cause (iVg/dT to exceed dVe/dT by several percent. Also, it is likely that Qo is smaller for the more open structure of the glassy state, again lei1ding to a volume-temperature derivative for the glassy sta te exceeding that of the crystalline. Differences in C., arising at least in part from the existence of different e temperatures for the two states, mu.st also contribute . It is worth pointing out in this connection that the precise specific-heat data of B ekkedahl and Matheson [20] on natural rubber in t he completely amorphous (glassy) i1nd partially crysta.lline conditions reveal that C 1' for the glassy phase everywher e (except at 0° K ) exceeds that of the crystalline. These data imply th at Cv(glass» Ov(crystal). Their plo t of 01' ver sus T bears a remark able resemblance to the volume-temper ature dm-iva tive plots shown in figures 2 and 6,u
In view of the foregoing, it is not surprising that approximation (7) fails when subj ected to i1 rigorou.s test, because there arc excellent theoretical reasons for believing thi1t iVg/dT must exceed d VeldT , excep t at 0° K , where they i1re both zero. It is clear from the present study that t his approA' imi1tion should be avoided whenever attemp ting a precision calcul ation of th e degree of crystallinity, or in estimatin g the properties of pure phases .
Evidence based on dielectric data shows th at the crys ta.lline phase is orienta tio n dly disorder ed to some extent down to low temperatures, and that this disorder increases as the temperature is raised [2] . However , there is no indication from either the dielectric or specific-volume measurements that the gradualJy increasing degree of disorder culmini1tes in a first-or der phase transition in the crystallin e state a.nywhere in the range -40° to + 216° C.
The T' c data thus refer to a crystal that possesses a certi1in degree of imperfection due to molecular motion. 6.4 . Melting Process
The semicrystalline 5-day sample exhibi ts melting over a wide range of temperature. This is evident in figures 1, 2, a.nd 5. The broad nature of the melting IJ A plot of Cp versus T should quite generally be expected to strongly resem ble a plot of dV/dT versus T fot· corresponding statcs. 'rbe rough specific-heat data for crystallized poly(chlorotrifiuoroetbylene) [4] bear a marked similarity to the dV%/d T data shown in figure 2 . Unfortunately, tbe comparison cannot be carried furtber because the specific-heat data are faulty below 7', for t he q uenched spccimen, tbe glass transition baving heen overlooked as t he res ult of a calorimeter start-up e/Tect. phenomenon in this polymer may be attributed to the presence of sm all crystallites th at melt well below the equilibrium melting temperature. The smallest of these begin to m el t at about 120° C, wherei1s the largest and most perfect crystallites in the sample, which are sufficien t in number to appreciably aft'ect the volume, melt at the quasi-equilibrium melting temperature, T':' = 216° C. (Somewhat larger crystdlites of insufficient number to b e detected may persist above T:".) As incl.icated earlier, the latter figure is still below the equilibrium melting temperature, Tm-Even then, it is worth noting th at the 5-day specimen melts above the value 210° to 212° C frequently quoted in t he literature [I , 4, 21, 22] . The last half of t h e sample melts in a temperature interval of abou t 6°C. The fmctional free volume in the liquid at Tm~220° C, as calculated by using (111-Ve)/V1, is 0.] 1. This is to b e compared ,,-ith the value 0.053 a,t T q = 52° C.
.5. Glass Transition
The glass tri1Dsition in a semicrystalline polymer h as been treated in this pa,per as if it OCCUlTed abruptly at the intersection of two curved lines, one representing th e yolume-temperi1ture relation of the system glass plus cr ystal below T g , and the other the system supercooled liquid plus crys tal above Tq. In any such analysis it is necessary to avoid the use of data too close to the nominal glass temperature owing to the fact that th e glass transition, which takes place in the amorphous par t of the polymer, is not actually abrup t. Proof of the finite breath of the transition is not lacking in th e present case. For instance, the specific volume of the quenched sample undergoes a marked premonitory increase'beginning 10° to 15° C below T g. The basically so mewhat diffuse character of this transition in completely amorphous bodies was clearly pointed out by Kauzmann in his review paper [23] on the ni1ture of the glassy state. However , there is no bi1sic thermodynamic objection to treating this transition in both completely amorphous a nd semicrystalline media i1S if it took place abrup tly at a cer tain temperature corresponding to the inter section of two curved lines.
The m ethod used to obtain T o, which consis ted of plotting (Vq -V,,) against T p,nd noting th e point of intersection , r equires eomment. This procedure has the advan tage of not requiring an explicit knowledge of the form of the t wo curved lines th at make the two intersecting volume-temperature curves of each sample. However , th.is method would h ave to be applied with cau tion if the gJass tempemture varied with the degree of crystrJlinity. It is possi ble to show for poly(chlorotrifluoroethylene) that T g does not depend markedly on the degr ee of crystallinity. By fitting the data given in table 1 describing the specifi c volume a.bove and belo w Tq for a given semicrystalline specim en to an equation of the form Vs= a+ bT+cT2, and simultaneously solving the two equations, it was shown that the glass temperatures of the two samples were within 1.2° C of each other . This shows tha t the glass-transi tion tempera tures of the two semi crystalline specimens are identical within experimental error, and justifies the use of the plot of (Vq -Vi ) versus T that was employed to obtain th e reported value T o = 52° O. Data between -40 0 and + 25° 0, and + 65° and + 115° 0 were used in this analysis, and all eurve-fi tting was accomplished by using least-quares.
Precisely the same input daLa lead to T g values of 50° and 45° 0 for the samples if an equaLion of the form Fs= a+ bT is used with a least-squares fit to represent th e specifi c-volume-temperature relations above and below T g • The value T g= 52° 0 is to be preferred owing to the fa ct th at i t is based on an analysis that admits of the curvature inherent in the experim ental specific-volum.e-temperature data. The apparent difference found for the glass-transition temperature of t he two specimens using th e "straigh tline" analysis do cs not mea,n that To nctually varies with X for thi. homopolymer , but is simply an artificial result arising from Lhe inability of a straight line to accuraLely r epresent th e daLa even at temperat ures welll'emo ved from tb e glass transition.
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